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CRIMINAL DEFENSE/CONSTITUTIONAL

Criminal Discovery Odyssey: The Electronic Discovery Portal
By Cory Morris
The 2020 contagion at large has been the
illusive coronavirus in our streets but perhaps
data breaches, electronic viruses, or elusive
hackers should be our greater concern, when
it comes to electronic production of discovery materials. While prosecutors in Albany
came together to state that “[r]eforms to the
state’s laws on criminal discovery will be difficult to implement, and could fail, without
more funding from the state and upgrades to
technology and infrastructure for local district attorneys,”1 we are still without a uniform electronic system of production provid-

nal discovery using otherwise uned to criminal defense practitioners
known devices, discussed here is
such as PACER2 or, for civil practiThe Electronic Portal.
tioners, NYSCEF.3
As local governments are subCPL Article 245 Discovery
jected to enormous “hacks,” toWithin Criminal Procedure Law
gether with data breaches from
(“CPL”) § 245.20 is a list of relarge companies like Home Depot,
cords, some sensitive in nature,
Target, Facebook and even some
Cory Morris
that should be provided to the acdiscrete dating websites, how can
cused without a written demand by
practitioners simultaneously ensure the security of the accused, together with defense counsel. Those records may contain
the complainant, and those persons who tes- personal health information, home addresses,
tify in the grand jury without a uniform elec- contact information and other records. CPL
§ 245.55 states that all records in the possestronic system of discovery production?
The Criminal Discovery Odyssey con- sion of New York State or local police agentinues as practitioners must navigate crimi- cies shall be deemed to be within the posses-

sion of the prosecutor and are thus subject to
disclosure. To adjust to this mandate, local
prosecutors, such as Nassau County District
Attorney’s Office, are now producing that
discovery upon the condition that defense attorneys consent to use of a third party vendor,
The Electronic Portal.
Local prosecutors who routinely answered
“ready for trial” at arraignment no longer do
so because CPL § 245.20(2) requires that the
prosecutor take affirmative steps to cause
records to be made available for discovery
where such records exist but are not within
their control. CPL “§245.70 [however,] per(Continued on page 31)

Justice William Rebolini’s Rule in His Courtroom is ‘To Be Nice’
New York State Supreme Court JusYou studied at the College of Communitice William Rebolini once thought his ca- cations at Boston University and graduated
reer would be in the field of
with a bachelors in broadbroadcast journalism. Becast journalism. What
GETTING TO KNOW
fore considering the law, he
types of experiences did
contributed to his college
OUR JUDGES you have there? I did the
newspaper and could be
news at 5 a.m. for our AM
heard on the school’s radio
station WTBU. And when I
station. These prior experiences helped him was an intern during the school year I also ran
to become a better attorney and later, a better the teleprompter for the news anchor at a CBS
judge, he said.
affiliate. For NPR/WBUR I would help in the

editing of programs that would air, which I did
with a razor and scotch tape.
Why didn’t you pursue broadcasting after college? I tried to look for a job in the field
after graduation but I think my Long Island accent was not palatable to the rest of the nation.
I only got one interview. So, a year later I decided to go to law school.
How did your major in broadcasting help
you with law? It was my writing background
that helped me most in law school.

When did you first consider law? Growing
up I was interested in both journalism and law.
I was first exposed to law when I went with my
father to his attorney’s office. My father was a
builder. Then I’d go home and watch Walter
Cronkite on the news. When I was in elementary school I thought of doing both careers.
While in law school at Hofstra you were
an editor? I was one of the editors for one of
(Continued on page 27)

325(D) “KNOCKDOWN” PART

325(d) “Knockdown” Part: How it Works
By Judge James F. Matthews
I have been assigned to the 325(d) so
called “knockdown” part since January of
2019. As is often the case, a new judge will
change the way a part runs to suit their approach and hopefully to make improvements.
The purpose of this article is to report to the
bar on how this part now works. As always, I
welcome any and all suggestions to improve
how we fairly and efficiently serve litigants
and their counsel.
There is one general pre-trial conference
calendar every Tuesday morning starting at
9:30 a.m. promptly in courtroom 405 (Judge
Baisley’s courtroom) at One Court Street.
This is the only time of the week I am sit-

ting at One Court Street. All other
confirm your trial start date with
hearings, trials and conferences are
chambers or with the Court in
held in my courtroom or chambers
Room 405 if you are selecting on
on the second floor of the Cromara Tuesday morning. You will need
ty Criminal Court Building, 210
to instruct the selected jurors that
Center Drive. Therefore, unless
they are to report to the Criminal
you are scheduled for a Tuesday
Courts Building on the date and
morning, you must appear for all
time the trial is scheduled to begin.
James F. Matthews
trials, conferences or other apCounsel may contact chambers
pearances at the Criminal Courts
preferably by fax to (631) 852Building.
3225 or if necessary by telephone to (631)
Jury selection for Summary Jury Trials 852-3848. Diane Raia is the assistant for all
takes place in my courtroom in the Crimi- purposes in this part. All communications
nal Courts Building. Attorneys on all other normally go through Diane. Counsel are injury trials report to CCP at One Court Street vited to setup a conference call through Difor jury selection. Prior to commencing jury ane in the event there is a discovery disselection at One Court Street, you need to pute or other important matter requiring the

court’s attention or ruling.
Cases are transferred to the 325(d) part by
the Supreme Court both before and after the
note of issue is filed. While the transferring
court is required to transfer cases based upon
a determination of value, there is no monetary jurisdictional limit on any cases in this
part. The County Court has limited equity
jurisdiction; therefore, declaratory judgment
actions, for instance, are not appropriate cases for transfer. Cases are identified for transfer at the DCM part as well as post-note of
issue. In addition, cases that are not settled
after an ADR conference are screened for
transfer. In addition, Supreme Court Justices
(Continued on page 28)

FAMILY

The Newton Principle
By Michael F. LoFrumento
It is well-settled that when parties enter
into an agreement concerning the custody
of their children, the agreement will “not be
set aside unless there is a sufficient change in
circumstances since the time of the stipulation.” McNally v. McNally, 28 A.D.3d 526,
526, 816 N.Y.S.2d 98, 99 (2d Dept. 2006)
(internal quotations and citations omitted).
As seasoned practitioners are aware, a party seeking a change of custody is not automatically entitled to a hearing. See Acworth v.
Kollmar, 119 A.D.3d 676, 989 N.Y.S.2d 612
(2d Dept. 2014) (where the Second Department held that the mother was not entitled to
a hearing on her application to modify cus-

tody as she failed to make an eviment held that “[a] party seeking
dentiary showing sufficient to warto modify an existing custody arrant a hearing); Grant v. Hunter,
rangement must demonstrate by a
64 A.D.3d 779, 884 N.Y.S.2d 763
preponderance of the evidence that
(2d Dept. 2009) (where the Second
there has been a change of circumDepartment held that the mothstances such that a modification
er failed to make an evidentiary
would be in the best interests of the
showing sufficient to warrant a
subject children”).
Michael F.
hearing based upon her unsubstanAn application that fails to make
LoFrumento
tiated and conclusory allegations).
a prima facie change in circumThe moving party must establish
stances warranting a modification
the change in circumstances by a prepon- must be dismissed. See Bacchus v. McGrederance of the evidence and that the circum- gor, 147 A.D.3d 1049, 48 N.Y.S.3d 683 (2d
stances changed to such an extent warrant- Dept. 2017) (where the Second Department
ing a modification. See Abbott v. Abbott, 96 held that even accepting the father’s alleged
A.D.3d 887, 888, 946 N.Y.S.2d 511, 512 evidence as true and granting him the bene(2d Dept. 2012) (where the Second Depart- fit of every reasonable inference, he failed to

present evidence sufficient to establish a prima facie change of circumstances potentially
warranting a modifying of custody and visitation); Matter of Saldana v. Lopresti, 133
A.D.3d 669, 20 N.Y.S.3d 382 (2d Dept. 2015)
(where the Second Department held that the
father failed to demonstrate a change of circumstances warranting a modification).
Recently, the Second Department in
Newton v. McFarlane, 174 A.D.3d 67, 103
N.Y.S.3d 445 (2d Dept. 2019), issued a comprehensive and potentially ground breaking
decision regarding applications to modify
custody and/or visitation. In reversing the
lower court’s modification of a custody order
after a hearing, the Second Department held:
(Continued on page 30)
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Family (Continued from page 11)
Before subjecting children and their
parents to additional litigation, courts
require that, before a full hearing is
ordered, the parent seeking a change
of custody must make an evidentiary
showing of a change in circumstances demonstrating a need to conduct a
full hearing into whether a change of
custody is appropriate in order to insure the child’s best interests…In determining whether such a change has
occurred, the court should consider
the totality of circumstances…
Courts have dismissed modification
petitions without a hearing where
the allegations, even if assumed to
be true, fail to set forth that a material change in circumstances has occurred between the making of the existing court order and the time of the
modification application…Hearings
have been denied, and modification
requests dismissed, where the allegations were conclusory and unsubstantiated…and where the allegations
were before the court on a prior occasion and found wanting. Id. at 77, 103
N.Y.S.3d at 454.
In deciding Newton, the Second Department went through painstaking detail in explaining its rationale to not only reverse the

Family Court’s change of custody order, but
more importantly, to also dismiss the petitioner-mother’s petition for a change of custody
for her failure to meet her primae facie burden of a change of circumstances. The Appellate Division’s focus was twofold. One, to
limit trauma to child litigants. Two, to limit
the time and expense to parent litigants. The
decision reads:
The existence of custody litigation,
by itself, can create trauma and uncertainty for the child, as well as trauma,
uncertainty and expense for the parents. Repetitive applications for modification brought by disgruntled litigants in order to harass or vex their
former spouses or domestic partners
are not unheard of. Litigation over established court- approved child custody and access arrangements can be
unsettling and traumatic for children,
particularly for children of sufficient
age or maturity to comprehend, and
worry, about potentially significant
changes in their daily lives, such as
what home they live in, what family
members they live with, what schools
they go to, what friends they have, and
what activities they undertake. The
prospect of having to be interviewed
by a judge, consult with counsel, be

In the event the stay is granted,
the Appellate Division would
now be tasked with determining
if the underlying petition/application met its evidentiary burden before subjecting litigants
and children to a potentially
unnecessary and traumatic
experience.

quest a stay at the Appellate Division, which
must also include a request for leave to appeal the lower court’s decision, given that the
aggrieved party does not have a right to appeal an order directing a hearing.
In requesting a stay based upon a lack of
an evidentiary showing of a change of circumstances at the Appellate Division, the aggrieved party must establish that they would
suffer “irreparable harm” should the lower court proceeding continue. Typically, financial harm is not considered “irreparable
harm,” but Newton now opens the door that
“irreparable harm” in this context would be
the unnecessary cost of litigation coupled
with the trauma the child(ren) subject to the
litigation would suffer if the proceeding continued. In the event the stay is granted, the
Appellate Division would now be tasked
with determining if the underlying petition/
application met its evidentiary burden before
subjecting litigants and children to a potentially unnecessary and traumatic experience.

As a result, Appellate practitioners take
note. Should a similar situation arise where
a lower court orders a hearing based upon a
perceived showing of a change of circumstances, the aggrieved litigant has options
other than continuing with a costly hearing.
Procedurally, the aggrieved litigant could re-

Note: Michael F. LoFrumento is a partner at Barnes, Catterson, LoFrumento &
Barnes, LLP with offices in Garden City,
Melville and Manhattan and practices
matrimonial, family law and appeals. He
can be reached at mfl@bclblawgroup.com
or (516) 222-6500.

examined by a forensic clinician, and
deal with parents who are embroiled
with each other in litigation, can create significant anxiety and stress,
which, by itself, may be harmful to
a child’s development. While courts
must be vigilant to assure that children
are fully protected and their best interests secured, courts must also consider, in the context of modification petitions, whether an appropriate basis for
judicial intervention has been appropriately articulated.

Health and Hospital (Continued from page 10)
Patients who are either uninsured, who
elect to pay cash or who are determined by
their insurer or plan to be uncovered for a
particular item or service will be entitled to
receive a good faith cost estimate in advance
of a scheduled treatment. Where the actual
billed charge substantially exceeds the advance cost estimate, patients can appeal to
the independent neutral. A practical but unaddressed problem with this piece, however,
is that the provider and patient may expect
the service to be covered, and it even may be
authorized in advance by the plan (under the
usual reservation of right later to deny) so no
estimate is sought before the procedure or
service is undertaken. If the claim later is denied for non-coverage such as ineligibility on
the date of service or retrospective termination of the patient for non-payment of premium and the patient is personally liable but no
estimate was given then what happens?

Patients who are either uninsured, who elect to pay cash
or who are determined by their
insurer or plan to be uncovered
for a particular item or service
will be entitled to receive a
good faith cost estimate in advance of a scheduled treatment.
For patients undergoing care for certain
complicated conditions, if their provider
changes network status during treatment the
patient would remain covered by the initial
insurer or plan for up to 90 days at in-network cost sharing rates, to allow time for the
patient to transition to an in-network provider (or presumably to change health plans).
For providers this is both good and bad. The
bad part is that providers usually drop out of

networks because the payment rates are too
low, and this would compel them to continue
to accept poor payments for an additional 90
days. The good part is that the bill guarantees the provider a continued source of institutional payments without having to “balance
bill” the patient for the full amount of actual
charges and suffer the headaches and ill will
of having to collect it.
Another provision that sounds great at
first blush but is very problematic is the requirement that insurance identification cards
set out the nearest participating hospital,
consumer assistance contact information,
deductibles and other cost-sharing information. This information constantly changes
and unless insurers and health plans are able
quickly to reissue and reissue and reissue ID
cards (and patients are sure to carry the latest ones) this may cause more confusion and
misunderstanding than it clears up. It also
will add expense to insurer/plan processes,
which is certain to be passed along to the
member-patients.
Health plans, not providers, will be required to offer a price comparison tool for
consumers. This requirement makes sense
since presumably only the plan knows the
specifics of the benefit design, the level of
deductible already met and remaining to be
met, the copay and coinsurance amounts, and
the other details required to generate an accurate comparison of the personal cost the
patient is likely to bear. In addition, where
procedures are scheduled (and presuming the
plan knows in advance, since most require
providers to seek prior authorization as a condition of payment) plans are required to issue
“explanations of benefits” at least three days
in advance to give patients access to information about their care, which providers are
expected to provide treatment, the expected

cost and the network status of the providers.
The bill also addresses the relationships between insurers/plans and network providers.
The Secretary of the Department of Health
and Human Services is charged with developing an arbitration-like process to settle
payment disputes for out-of-network emergency services and for services furnished by
non-participating providers at a participating
facility. If the provider and health plan cannot
agree on the initial bill or the initial payment
then a 30 day negotiation process kicks in;
the parties are required to share information
to facilitate a resolution. If no agreement is
reached, either party can institute the resolution process. (In practice, and as I’ve pointed out in previous articles, the provider is always the party that will have to appeal. An
insurer or health plan never will appeal the
bill it receives. Knowing that the new legislation will protect the patient from being
“balance billed” the plan simply will tender
whatever payment amount it unilaterally determines is due, leaving it to the provider to
appeal if it is not satisfied with the payment
amount.) Each side must extend its best offer. The neutral will consider a median rate
specific to the type of plan or provider, type
of service, and geographic location. Interestingly, the neutral is prohibited from considering “usual and customary charges” or any
other determinants of fair market value. Presumably this will remove a considerable degree of ambiguity and subjectivity from the
process and afford the parties enough data
to frame a reasonable “guess” in advance,
which itself will facilitate early settlements.
Most important for providers is that this
bill, as presently drafted, does not include
what were considered by the industry to be
the harmful, unnecessary across-the-board
benchmark rate-setting (say, “price fixing”)

provisions included in other proposals.
This is not the only legislation working its
way through Congress. A compromise bill
in the House Energy and Commerce Committee requires payment for surprise claims
at the median in-network rate. Providers and
insurers would have the option to challenge
the appropriateness of bills or of payments
above $750 through a baseball-style arbitration process (all or nothing) that could take
into account other information (e.g., training and experience, market share, and patient
characteristics) in determining whether the
provider’s bill or the plan’s payment is the
most reasonable. Unfortunately this committee’s proposal retains the objectionable government rate-setting scheme which providers
strongly oppose.
The House Education and Labor Committee, which also has jurisdiction over this issue, released its own proposal that is similar
to the Energy Committee proposal.
It is clear that one of these bills will be enacted into law. It then will be for providers
and health plans to figure out how to implement all the technical requirements (which
may require dual systems, one for state regulated products and the other for ERISA plans)
and, as is always the case, determine how
the significant costs of compliance will be
pushed back on health care consumers.
Note: James Fouassier, Esq. is an associate with the Department of Managed Care
at Stony Brook University Hospital, Stony
Brook, New York and former co-chair of
the Association’s Health and Hospital Law
Committee. His opinions are his own. He
may be reached at: james.fouassier@stonybrookmedicine.edu.

